We propose a multiagent distributed actor-critic algorithm for multitask reinforcement learning (MRL), named Diff-DAC. The agents are connected, forming a (possibly sparse) network. Each agent is assigned a task and has access to data from this local task only. During the learning process, the agents are able to communicate some parameters to their neighbors. Since the agents incorporate their neighbors' parameters into their own learning rules, the information is diffused across the network, and they can learn a common policy that generalizes well across all tasks. Diff-DAC is scalable since the computational complexity and communication overhead per agent grow with the number of neighbors, rather than with the total number of agents. Moreover, the algorithm is fully distributed in the sense that agents self-organize, with no need for coordinator node. Diff-DAC follows an actorcritic scheme where the value function and the policy are approximated with deep neural networks, being able to learn expressive policies from raw data. As a by-product of Diff-DAC's derivation from duality theory, we provide novel insights into the standard actor-critic framework, showing that it is actually an instance of the dual ascent method to approximate the solution of a linear program. Experiments illustrate the performance of the algorithm in the cart-pole, inverted pendulum, and swing-up cart-pole environments.
Introduction
The goal of multitask reinforcement learning (MRL) is to learn a policy from multiple related tasks, so that it generalizes well across all of them (Taylor and Stone 2009) . This is a harder problem than standard (single task) reinforcement learning (RL). The design of MRL algorithms for complex high-dimensional domains is an active area of research. For instance, some state-of-the-art MRL methods (Bou-Ammar et al. 2014; El Bsat, Bou-Ammar, and Taylor 2017) assume that optimal policies can be linearly approximated given some state-action features, and that the policy parameters can be obtained with some shared latent linear transformation that has to be learned. The main drawback of these approaches is that they usually require effort and domain knowledge to design salient features. In contrast, our multitask deep reinforcement learning (MDRL) algorithm, named Diffusion-based Distributed Actor-Critic (Diff-DAC), benefits from the ability of deep neural networks to learn from raw data, avoiding the feature engineering process.
Multitask supervised and unsupervised learning with neural networks has shown that learning multiple tasks in parallel and transferring features between tasks can be beneficial and boost generalization (Caruana 1998; Bengio 2012; Yosinski et al. 2014) . However, MDRL is more difficult, since training deep networks on multiple RL tasks with standard methods can decrease performance (Teh et al. 2017) . Some recent methods have addressed this issue by, for example, using the policy networks of individual tasks to guide the learning of the multitask network (Parisotto, Ba, and Salakhutdinov 2016); learning low level modular policies to perform high-level actions (Andreas, Klein, and Levine 2017) ; or adding a penalty to individual tasks so that the policies remain close to each other (Teh et al. 2017) . One main drawback of these MDRL methods is that they assume access to data from all tasks, but if the number of tasks is large and their data are geographically distributed, the communication cost of transmitting the data to a central station might be prohibitive.
Diff-DAC differs from previous work on MDRL in that it follows a multiagent approach that leverages diffusion strategies for transferring knowledge between agents Sayed 2014a; Sayed 2014b) . In particular, Diff-DAC runs multiple interacting optimizers in parallel (one per agent), each with a different initial condition and possibly different objective. At each iteration, every agent moves in the optimizing direction of its own objective function, then it shares the estimated parameter with its neighbors, and correct its own estimate with its neighbors' information. It has been proved that under some conditions on the network topology and update rules, all agents converge to a common solution. This architecture allows the agents' optimizers to stabilize each other, and we have observed that they are able to learn the multitask policy, even with neither experience replay buffer or target networks. This is consistent with previous works that reported that diffusion strategies are able to find good solutions even in hard nonconvex problems (Valcarcel Macua 2017, Ch. 4) . In addition, Diff-DAC splits the computations among the agents, such that each agent learns from its local data, and can scale to arbitrarily large networks, since the computational complexity and communication overhead per agent grow with the number of neighbors instead of the number of agents. Diff-DAC is fully distributed in the sense that there is no coordinator node. Moreover, since the agents exchange no samples, their privacy is preserved.
The idea of making scalable MRL with distributed optimization was first proposed by El Bsat, Bou-Ammar, and Taylor (2017) with the Dist-MTLPS method, which extended a distributed implementation of ADMM due to Wei and Ozdaglar (2012) . Our work improves over Dist-MTLPS in a number of ways: i) Dist-MTLPS relies on linear function approximation, which requires finding salient features. Moreover, it only considers policies in the natural exponential family of distributions. Diff-DAC, on the other hand, uses deep learning architectures to avoid costly feature engineering, and is able to learn more expressive policies. ii) The distributed ADMM updates of the agents are done in sequential order, requiring finding a cyclic path that visits all agents, which is generally an NP-hard problem (Karp 1972) The proposed Diff-DAC uses a diffusion strategy (Sayed 2014a) , where each agent interacts with its neighbors, with no ordering, and possibly asynchronously (Zhao and Sayed 2015) . iii) Sequential strategies are sensitive to agent or link failures, since they stop the information flow; while diffusion strategies are robust since the agents can still operate even if parts of the network become isolated.
Though there are previous works on distributed singletask RL for tabular and linear function approximation (Kar, Moura, and Poor 2013; Valcarcel Macua et al. 2015; Tutunov, Ammar, and Jadbabaie 2016) , as well as few recent distributed optimization methods for deep learning (Scardapane and Di Lorenzo 2017; Jiang et al. 2017) , Diff-DAC is the first distributed deep RL algorithm.
Diff-DAC has been derived from first principles, showing that the standard actor-critic framework (Peters and Schaal 2008; Bhatnagar et al. 2009 ) is an instance of dual ascent (Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa 1958; Bertsekas et al. 2003) to approximate the saddle-point of the Lagrangian of a linear program (LP). This derivation provides novel insights, like obtaining a policy gradient that works for any value and policy parametrization, and yielding the advantage function explicitly, rather than as a variance reduction technique. Although there have been previous works on primal-dual formulations of RL (Wang, Bowling, and Schuurmans 2007; Valcarcel Macua et al. 2015; Wang and Chen 2016; Du et al. 2017) , as well as an intuitive connection between actorcritic and bilevel methods (Pfau and Vinyals 2016) , to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that derives the connection with dual-ascent rigorously.
We evaluate Diff-DAC in cart-pole, inverted pendulum and swing-up cart-pole, and compare the performance with a centralized actor-critic (Cent-AC) that has access to the data from all tasks, which is similar to the actor-critic scheme proposed by Mnih et al. (2016) . We observe that Diff-DAC is usually slower but achieves higher asymptotic performance in both single-task and multitask problems. We also compare Diff-DAC with Dist-MTLPS in standard cart pole, showing the former faster convergence and higher asymptotic performance. This is remarkable since Dist-MTLPS learns one different policy per task, while Diff-DAC learns a single policy common to all tasks. We did not test Dist-MTLPS in the other environments since they are uncontrollable from raw data with linear policies.
Summary of contributions. i) We re-derive the actorcritic framework from duality theory and show that it is an instance of dual-ascent. ii) We propose a fully distributed actor-critic deep reinforcement learning algorithm named Diff-DAC for the average reward multitask problem that scales well to large number of tasks. iii) Preliminary experiments show that Diff-DAC outperforms Dist-MTLPS. In addition, we observe that Diff-DAC is more stable and achieves better local optima than the centralized approach, being able to learn without replay memory or target networks, so that it is useful even for the single-task scenario.
Problem Formulation
In this section, we formalize tasks as Markov decision processes (MDPs), define a family of tasks and introduce the multitask optimization problem.
Consider a parametric family of MDPs defined over finite 1 state-action sets, S and A. Each MDP of the family has state transition distribution, P θ (s |s, a), reward function, r θ (s, a, s ), and distribution over the initial state, µ θ (s), ∀s, s ∈ S, a ∈ A, that depend on some parameter θ ∈ Θ, where Θ is a measurable parameter set. The problem family is expressed as a probability distribution over the parameter set, f θ , so that the parameter is a random variable 2 θ = θ ∼ f θ . A policy π is a conditional probability distribution over A given the state. Learning the optimal policy for one MDP defined by some specific θ is known as solving an individual task. While learning a policy that performs well for the whole family is known as a multitask problem (Taylor and Stone 2009, Sec. 5).
Let v π θ (s) denote the value function at state s ∈ S obtained by following policy π in an MDP parametrized by θ:
where E π,P θ [·] denotes the expected value when a t ∼ π(·|s t ) and s t+1 ∼ P θ (·|s t , a t ); 0 ≤ γ < 1 is the discount factor, which is assumed the same for all tasks for simplicity. Let v π θ ∈ R |S| denote the vector of value function values for all possible states:
Our goal is to learn a policy that maximizes the expected value function over the distribution of tasks:
where Ω is the set of stationary policies. We assume bounded rewards for all θ ∈ Θ, such that:
for some scalar R max . Under this assumption we can easily ensure existence of solution to this multitask learning problem, as stated by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The set of maxima of (3) over Ω is nonempty and compact.
Proof. Each policy can be expressed as a vector of length SA, whose entries lie in a Cartesian product of probability simplexes, so that Ω is compact. Moreover, from assumptions on discount factor and rewards, it follows that
Hence, the level set π :
is nonempty and bounded. Therefore, we can use Weierstrass' Theorem (Bertsekas 2009, Prop. 3.2 .1) to conclude the proof.
In MRL, the parameter distribution is typically unknown, so that we cannot compute the expected value in (3) exactly. Nevertheless, if we have observed a set of tasks that correspond to a set of parameters {θ k } N k=1 sampled from f θ , then we can maximize a Monte Carlo approximation of the expected value:
where
is a vector of positive convex combination weights, such that τ k > 0, k = 1, . . . , N and N k=1 τ k = 1. Note that a standard Monte Carlo approximation would give weight τ k = 1/N to all sampled tasks. By allowing more general weights, we are adding one extra degree of freedom to the setting, which could be useful for, e.g., learning to optimize a different distribution of tasks 3 . We define π as a policy that is a solution to (6), and v as its optimal value:
Existence of π and v can be proved similar to Lemma 1.
Networked Multiagent Setting
In this section we introduce the networked multiagent setting that will allow us to scale to large number of tasks, even when the data is geographically distributed. The network is expressed as a graph, N , of N agents. Each agent k = 1, . . . , N , learns in parallel from data coming from a different task 4 , θ k , drawn from f θ . The edges in the graph represent communication links.
We assume that the graph is connected (i.e., there is at least one path between every pair of agents), and can be represented by a non-negative matrix of size
, such that the element c lk ≥ 0 represents the weight given by agent k to information coming from l. Each agent k is only allowed to communicate within its own neighborhood, N k , which is defined as the set of agents to which it is directly connected, including k itself: Figure 1 shows an example of the networks considered in this paper.
In order to ensure that the information flows through the network, we require the following standard conditions on the connectivity matrix C (Valcarcel Macua et al. 2015) :
where 1 is a vector of ones. Conditions in (8) make C leftstochastic. Condition (9) states that at last one agent gives some weight to its own information, which makes C aperiodic. Being irreducible (connected) and aperiodic, we know that C is primitive (Seneta 2006, Th. 1.4). It follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem that C has a unique eigenvalue with value one, while all other eigenvalues are strictly inside the unit circle (Seneta 2006, Th. 1.1). Thus, condition (10) means that the right eigenvector associated with the unit eigenvalue must be the weights τ in (6), coupling the network with the MRL problem. An additional technical condition is required for proving convergence when using non-uniform (e.g., importance sampling) weights:
Although conditions (8)- (11) seem restrictive, it turns out that there are procedures for every agent k to find the weights {c lk } l∈N k in a fully distributed manner, such that C satisfies the required conditions. One of such procedures is the Hastings rule (Zhao and Sayed 2012) , (Sayed 2014a, p.492) , which is as follows:
where n k |N k | denotes the number of agents in N k . If τ k = 1/N for all agents, then (12) also guarantees that (11) holds (Valcarcel Macua 2017, Prop. 4.4) . Nevertheless, if τ k = 1/N for some k, the Hastings rule may not ensure (11). We have observed consistent convergence of diffusion strategies under nonconvex problems even when (11) does not hold. For simplicity, we assume that C is stationary, so that every agent k can broadcast n k and τ k to its neighbors, only once in a calibration stage, and then compute (12) before running the algorithm.
We will use this multiagent setting to derive a distributed algorithm for solving (6). We first derive in the following section, a centralized model-based actor-critic method for MRL. Then, we will propose Diff-DAC as a distributed model-free parametric approximation of the exact method.
Multitask Actor-Critic from Duality Theory
In this section, we derive rigorously from duality theory a model-based actor-critic method that solves (6). To do so, we first introduce some multitask variables, which combine the corresponding variables of individual tasks, so that we can transform the MRL problem into a single task problem 
On the right, the figure zooms over neighborhood N k (green area), where each agent k runs its own instance, with parameter θ k , of the swing-up cart-pole task. Agent k transmits its network parameters, ξ k,i and w k,i , to its neighbors j and l; and it receives their parameters ξ j,i , w j,i and ξ l,i , w l,i , and weights them with coefficients c jk and c lk , respectively.
for the new variables. By so doing, we can extend standard results from (single task) control theory, and formulate MRL as an LP. Our method consists in applying dual ascent to the Lagrangian of the LP, which provides intuitive updates, where the primal variable is obtained as a policy evaluation step (critic), and the dual variable ascents in the direction of the advantage function (actor).
Let V denote the set of bounded real value functions on S with componentwise partial order and norm v sup s∈S |v(s)|. Let us define a multitask state-action reward and a multitask state-action transition distribution:
Let r π and P π denote the multitask expected state-reward vector and state transition matrix induced by policy π ∈ Ω:
Introduce also a Bellman operator T : V → V:
We will use these variables to formulate an LP from where we derive the actor-critic method. We require some lemmas.
Lemma 2. P π is a row-stochastic matrix.
Proof. Stochastic matrices lie in a compact convex set (Horn and Johnson 1990, Th. 8.7) . Thus, any convex combination of them lies in the same set (Boyd and Vandenberghe 2004, p.24 
Lemma 4. Suppose ∃v ∈ V for which v ≥ T v, then v ≥ v . Lemma 5. T is a contraction mapping with fixed point v .
Note that the nonlinear vector inequality v ≥ T v is equivalent to this set of linear inequalities for all (s, a) ∈ S × A:
Hence, similar to standard (single task) optimal control theory (Puterman 2005, Sec. 9.1), we can use Lemma 4 to reformulate (6) as an LP, in which we minimize the upper bound given by (19):
where µ N k=1 τ k µ θ k . From Lemma 5, we know that the feasible set of problem (20) consists of the single point v . In other words, by solving (20), we will find the optimal value function. This is the reason why we use the same notation for the optimization variable v ∈ R |S| and for the value function v ∈ V. Moreover, since problem (20) satisfies Slater condition, strong-duality holds (Boyd and Vandenberghe 2004, Sec. 5.2.3 ) and the primal and dual optimal values are attained and equal. Hence, we can follow a primal-dual strategy to find the saddle-point of the Lagrangian. It turns out that this strategy will yield an actor-critic framework for our multitask setting. We proceed to explain the details.
The Lagrangian of (20) is given by:
where the dual variable d (d(s, a) ) (s,a)∈S×A ∈ R |S||A| is a nonnegative vector of length |S||A|. Let d denote the optimal dual variable, which might not be unique. The saddle point condition of (21) is given by:
There are multiple approaches to find the saddle point (v , d ). We focus on the dual-ascent scheme, sometimes referred to as dual gradient or as Uzawa's method (Arrow, Hurwicz, and Uzawa 1958; Bertsekas et al. 2003) , which consists in alternating between: i) Finding a primal solution, given the current dual variable; and ii) ascending in the direction of ∇ d L(v, d), given the current primal variable. Now, we show how to update the primal variable given d:
Since problem (20) is linear, if we derive the KKT conditions, we can see that the first-order condition holds ∀v ∈ R |S| . Hence, the only condition that depends on v is complementary slackness:
Introduce ρ(s) a ∈A d(a , s), which is the improper discounted probability of visiting each state s ∈ S, and let ρ (ρ(s)) s∈S . Hence, d can be rewritten as:
so that, by using (15)- (16), we can express (24) as:
This means that the Bellman equation (18), typically used to derive the critic in actor-critic methods, is sufficient to guarantee complementary slackness.
For the dual variable, we simply perform gradient ascent in the Lagrangian, yielding a recursion of the form:
where α is the step-size, [·] + denotes projection on the nonnegative quadrant, and the gradient is given by:
Interestingly, note that the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian in (29) are indeed the so named advantage function extended to our multitask problem:
Note that, similar to the standard single-task problem (Puterman 2005, Sec. 6.9) , our dual variable is an improper discounted state-action visitation distribution. Lemma 6. Every feasible dual point can be expressed as an improper joint state-action visitation distribution:
where p π (s t+1 = s, a t+1 = a|s 0 ) is the probability, induced by P π and a t+1 ∼ π, of visiting state-action pair (s, a) at time t + 1, having started at s 0 .
Proof. It is easy to show that the feasible set of the dual problem is given by the following set of inequalities:
Hence, we can use (Puterman 2005, Th. 6.9.1).
The importance of Lemma 6 is that we can obtain a policy, π (π(a|s)) (s,a)∈S×A ∈ R |S||A| , from d as follows:
Hence, if we learn d , we can easily obtain π , so that recursion (27) can be seen as an actor update. Thus, (18) and (27) define an exact model-based actor-critic method. In the following section we extend this approach to a model-free distributed actor-critic method with neural network approximations.
Distributed Deep Actor-Critic
In order to apply diffusion strategies to derive distributed optimization algorithms, we have to express the global objective function as a convex combination of each agent's local objective. We do this for both critic and actor.
Distributed policy evaluation: Critic
When computing the critic for large (or continuous) stateaction sets, it is common to approximate the value function with some parametric function v ξ (s) ≈ v(s), where ξ ∈ R Mv denotes the parameter vector of length M v . We choose neural networks with multiple hidden layers (i.e., deep learning) as parametric approximators. Hence, we can learn the network weights, ξ, by transforming (18) into a nonlinear regression problem:
where the target values are given by:
In order to derive a diffusion-based distributed critic, we have to reformulate the problem as minimizing the combination of costs that depend only on a single task each. The cost for each individual task takes the form:
where y k,t is the target from task k at time t, given by
such that y t = N k=1 τ k y k,t . Now, in order to obtain a cost that is a combination of the individual costs, we can upper bound J(ξ) by another function, J(ξ), and use this upper bound as surrogate cost:
Once we have formulated the critic subproblem as a convex combination of the critic for each individual task, we can apply diffusion stochastic-gradient-descent (SGD) strategies (Sayed 2014a) , which consist of two steps: adaptation and combination. During the adaptation step, each agent performs SGD on its individual cost, J k , to obtain some intermediate-parameter update. Then, each agent combines the intermediate-parameters from its neighbors. These two steps are described by the following updates, which run in parallel at every agent k = 1, . . . , N :
where i is the iteration index; α i is the step-size; and
of the i-th episode. For simplicity, we consider Monte Carlo or TD(1) for estimating the target y k,t = T k,i j=t γ j−t r k,j+1 , where
) is a shorthand. Then, the stochastic gradient is given by:
We remark that each agent learns from its current episode, without replay buffer, similar to A3C (Mnih et al. 2016 ) but in a fully distributed fashion, with no central coordination.
Distributed policy gradient: Actor
For large state-action sets, it is convenient to approximate the policy with a parametric function. Again, we consider expressive deep neural networks for the policy. From (25), we can rewrite the Lagrangian as: Thus, in order to approximate the saddle point condition (22), we can move in the ascent direction of the gradient of (40) w.r.t. the policy parameter, which is given by: (s, a) . (41) where we used the trick (Peters and Schaal 2008; Bhatnagar et al. 2009 ): ∇ w π w (a|s) = π w (a|s)∇ w log π w (a|s). Interestingly, (41) is similar to previous policy gradient theorems (Sutton et al. 1999) , with two differences. First, our approximation works for any parametrization, without imposing any compatibility condition. Second, our derivation yields the advantage function explicitly; while previous works motivated the baseline mainly as a variance reduction technique (Williams 1992; Peters and Schaal 2008; Bhatnagar et al. 2009; Schulman et al. 2015) .
In order to derive a fully distributed actor, let us write the multitask advantage function (30) as the convex combination of advantage functions for the individual tasks:
Hence, we write the approximate Lagrangian for each task:
such that (40) can be written as:
Similar to the critic, once we have expressed the multitask approximate Lagrangian as the convex combination of the approximate Lagrangian of each individual task, we can apply diffusion SGD to perform the actor update, with smaller step-size, β i+1 ≤ α i+1 , to approximate convergence of the critic at every actor update:
where each agent estimates its stochastic gradient as:
and A k,t can be any approximation of the advantage function; we use the simple estimate (Schulman et al. 2017) :
Two remarks: i) Note that A k,t coincides with values used for estimating the stochastic gradient of the critic in (38), so it has to be computed only once; ii) note that replacing ξ k,i with ξ k,i+1 in (46a)- (46b), (47) and (48), in a Gauss-Seidel fashion, might lead to faster convergence. A detailed description of Diff-DAC is in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Diff-DAC. This algorithm runs in parallel at every agent k = 1, . . . , N . Input: Maximum number of episodes E, maximum number of steps T , learning rate sequences (α i , β i ). 1: Initialize critic, v ξ k,0 , and actor, π w k,0 , networks. 2: Initialize episode counter, i = 0. 3: while i < E:
Initialize empty trajectory, M k = {}.
5:
Initialize step counter: t = 0.
6:
Observe s k,0 .
7:
while t < T and not terminal state:
Select action a k,t ∼ π w k,t (·|s k,t ).
9:
Execute a k,t and observe r k,t+1 and s k,t+1 .
10:
Update step counter: t ← t + 1.
12:
end while
13:
for each sample t ∈ M k :
14:
Compute advantage function:
end for
16:
Compute distributed critic gradient:
17:
Compute distributed actor update:
18:
Update episode counter: i ← i + 1. 19: end while Return: Critic and actor weights: ξ k,E , w k,E .
Discussion on Convergence
Dual ascent is a well studied method. For the exact primaldual method given by (18) and (27), it is straightforward to show convergence to a saddle point (Bertsekas et al. 2003, Prop. 8.2.1) . The analysis for Diff-DAC is more involved, since the problem is nonconvex, and there are multiple interacting stochastic approximations. Nevertheless, we can rely on previous results for distributed optimization to discuss convergence of (37a)-(37b) and (46a)-(46b) as follows.
Define a parameter that contains both the critic and actor parameters for each agent:
and write β i = µα i for some scalar 0 < µ ≤ 1, so that we can stack the gradients in a single vector:
Assuming g k is locally Lipschitz continuous and generates a Martingale difference sequence for all agents, then we can rely on (Morral, Bianchi, and Fort 2014, Th. 2) to show that, under conditions (8)- (11) and standard step-size sequence conditions, all agents converge to a common stationary point almost surely, such that for all k = 1, . . . , N , we have:
Numerical Experiments
We evaluate the performance of Diff-DAC on three MRL problems of varying levels of difficulty. Cart-pole balance: This classic environment (Sutton and Barto 1998, p.59) consists in a pole attached to a cart, which moves along a track. The pole starts upright. In our case, the force applied to the cart is a continuous random variable that follows a Gaussian distribution with mean in the interval [−10, 10] . The episode finishes when the pole is beyond 12 degrees from vertical, the cart moves more than 2.4 units from the center, or it achieves 200 time-steps. The single task uses parameters (0.1, 0.5, 1.0) for the pole mass, pole half-length and cart mass respectively (we express the half-length, adopting the convention from OpenAI Gym (Brockman et al. 2016) ). The MRL problem consists of 25 tasks, where pole mass is in {0.1, 0.325, 0.55, 0.775, 1}, and pole length is in {0. 05, 0.1625, 0.275, 0.3875, 0.5} , and cart mass is 1.
Inverted pendulum: The pendulum consists of a rigid pole and an actuated joint, with maximum torque clipped to interval [−2, 2]. The pendulum starts at a random angle in [−π, π] , with uniform distribution. The goal is to take the pendulum to the upright position and balance. The MRL problem consists of 25 tasks with mass in {0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2}, and length in {0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2}. The single task uses parameters (1.0, 1.0) for the pole mass and pole length respectively.
Cart-pole swing-up: We extend cart-pole balance to the case where the pole starts from the bottom and the task is to swing up the pole to the upright position and balance.
For the reward function, we wanted a simple function that would have sensible interpretation. We created a cost function based on the Euclidean distance from current position and current angle to target position 0 and target angle 0, and used an exponential function to transform this cost into a reward function from 0 to 1. We also added an extra reward term that consists in the cosine of the angle with respect to the upright position, so that the actual reward function is r = 2 1+e d + cos(ψ), where d is the Euclidean distance described above, and ψ is the angle of the pole. This is a much more difficult task than standard cart-pole and more difficult than the inverted pendulum due to more complex dynamics. The cart-pole swing-up MRL problem consists of 25 tasks, where pole mass is in {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}, pole half-length is in {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}, and cart mass is 0.5. The single task uses parameters (0.5, 0.25, 0.5) for the pole mass, pole half-length and cart mass respectively.
We use γ = 0.99 for all tasks. Cart-pole balance and Inverted pendulum were simulated using OpenAI Gym and Cart-pole swing-up was extended from the cart-pole balance implementation.
The network consists of N = 25 agents, randomly deployed in a 2D world, with average degree |N | = N k=1 |N k | ≈ 4.2 (connectivity is determined by the distance between every pair of nodes). For Figure 5 , we also include two additional networks of N = 25 and |N | = 7.4, and N = 100 and |N | = 20. Matrix C was obtained with the Hastigs-rule (12) in all cases, so that (8)- (11) hold.
The critic and actor neural networks consist of 2 hidden layers of 400 neurons each. The output layer for the critic network is linear. The output of the actor network includes a tanh activation function that determines the mean of a normal distribution, and a Softplus activation function that determines the variance for the normal distribution. We also included an extra penalty in the loss function equal to the entropy of the policy, with penalty coefficient 0.0005. Thus, both the mean and the variance are learned for the policy. We use ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2015) , with learning rate 0.01 for critic and 0.001 for actor. Diff-DAC performs a learning step (i ← i + 1) after every fifth episode.
We compare Diff-DAC with Dist-MTLPS for the MRL problem in the cart-pole balance environment. In particular, we compare against two variants of Dist-MTLPS, which consist in using Reinforce (Williams 1992) or PoWER (Kober and Peters 2009 ) for solving the individual tasks. Dist-MTLPS has shown state-of-the-art results in a number of tasks and outperforms previous MRL algorithms like PG-ELLA (Bou-Ammar et al. 2014) . We only compare Diff-DAC with Dist-MTLPS in the cart-pole balance task, since the other two environments are uncontrollable with linear policies from raw data.
We also compare Diff-DAC with Cent-AC, which is similar to Algorithm 1 but with only one agent (i.e., it assumes a central coordinator that gathers samples from all the tasks) and has the same network architecture and parameters. We also compare these two algorithms for the single-task RL; i.e., we run 25 instances of the same task, one per agent for Diff-DAC and all together for Cent-AC (this way, Cent-AC becomes similar to the methods presented in Mnih et al. 2016 ) to see whether the enhanced robustness of diffusion strategies for nonconvex problems applies also to our actorcritic framework.
The return of the tasks is reported as the total rewards (without taking into account the discount factor) every 20 episodes and is the average from 10 test runs (we freeze the learning to get a representative value). Figures show the median and first and third quartiles of the distribution of the average return of all the tasks. Each epoch consists of one episode per task (i.e., 5 episodes per epoch and per agent in Diff-DAC, and 5N episodes in total per epoch for Dist-MTLPS and Cent-AC), so that the three algorithms simulate the same number of episodes. Every experiment was repeated at least 6 times.
In Figure 2 (bottom), we observe that Diff-DAC learns faster than Dist-MTLPS Reinforce and reaches better asymptotic performance. Dist-MTLPS PoWER converges faster than Diff-DAC, however the asymptotic performance of the latter is much better. This is remarkable since Dist-MTLPS learns one different policy per task, while Diff-DAC learns a single policy common to all tasks.
We also observe that Diff-DAC converges slower than the Cent-AC, which was expected since the latter can compute the gradients with data from all tasks at every iteration, while the former has to wait until the parameters are diffused. However, Diff-DAC usually achieves higher asymptotic performance and less variance, in both single task and multitask problems, which was also expected due to the enhanced robustness against local optima of diffusion strategies for nonconvex optimization (Valcarcel Macua 2017, Ch. 4) . This is shown in Figure 2 (top) , where the Cent-AC tends to reach the optimal faster, but is unstable 5 . We can consider this robustness as a regularization effect caused by introducing sparsity in the network connectivity.
Finally, Figure 5 shows a simple experiment that studies the influence of the network topology. We evaluate Diff-DAC for the single-task cart-pole balance problem and see that for the same network size, N = 25, a relatively sparse network, N ≈ N/6, achieves performance similar to a more dense network, N ≈ N/3. In addition, we see that increasing the number of agents N = 100, improves the asymptotic performance, probably due to the effective manner of Diff-DAC combining the experience across the network.
Conclusions
We considered MRL where tasks are parametrized MDPs with parameters drawn from some distribution, and we aim to maximize the average value function over the distribution of tasks. We defined multitask variables that combined the probability distribution and rewards of all tasks, which allowed us to use standard optimal control theory and reformulate our MRL problem as an LP. From this LP, we derived an exact, model-based actor-critic algorithm as an instance of dual ascent for finding the saddle point of the Lagrangian. . Cent-AC is faster than distributed approaches, but it achieves smaller asymptotic performance than Diff-DAC and similar to Dist-MTLPS Reinforce in the multitask problem. Diff-DAC also achieves better asymptotic performance than Dist-MTLPS Reinforce.
This saddle-point derivation is interesting by itself and provided novel insights in the actor-critic framework. By approximating the exact method with deep neural networks, we obtained the Diff-DAC algorithm, which has the potential to scale to large number of simultaneous environments. Preliminary simulation results showed that Diff-DAC is faster and achieves higher asymptotic performance than Dist-MTLPS. This is relevant since shows that distributed DRL is able to achieve a common multitask policy that behaves better than the individual linear policies obtained by Dist-MTLPS. More importantly, Diff-DAC can solve complex problems that are uncontrollable from raw data by linear policies. Diff-DAC is also very stable (it can learn without replay buffer), and, although it converges slower than the centralized implementation, it achieves at least similar but usually higher asymptotic performance in both single and multitask problems. From a practical point of view, the sparse connectivity among agents seems to induce a regularization effect that helps to achieve better local optimum. It would be interesting to study further the influence of the connectivity in the stability and asymptotic performance of Diff-DAC, and apply the proposed framework to derive distributed variants of other algorithms like PPO (Schulman et al. 2017 ).
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